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INTRODUCING PIET MONDRIAN  (Pea-et  MON-dree-ahn) 
Dutch     1872-1944 
BEGINNER LEVEL  
 
 
 
Preparation:   
• Cut Red, White, Blue and Yellow shapes from page xxxi 
• Log in to www.meetthemasters.com using Internet Explorer  

o Click green “Launch Track A Artist Units” /Meet the Artists / Mondrian 
 

MOTIVATION – BEGIN READING NOW 
 
Have you ever played on a teeter-totter or seesaw?  Did you quickly find out that if you 
were to have fun going up and down, the teeter-totter had to be balanced?  What happens 
if your friend on the other side is bigger than you?  (YOU DON’T GO DOWN, YOU ARE 
NOT BALANCED)  I want you to imagine this.  Instead of children on either end of the 
teeter-totter, there are colors!  On one end is a square of red, and on the other side is a 
square of white.  Instead of balancing size and weight in children, we must balance color 
and shape to make the teeter-totter work. 
 
Pretend these squares are the colors playing on the teeter-totter. (HOLD UP THE RED 
AND WHITE SQUARES)   Let’s see if our colors are balanced.  We can’t weigh color, and 
the size of the two squares is the same.  So, we must just look at the color!  Does one of 
these colors look “heavier” and more “solid” than the other?  (RED ONE).  Do you think 
these two colors would balance on a teeter-totter?  (NO) 
 
Let’s look at another balancing problem, and see if you can solve it!  We’ll use the same 
red square and add a blue square.  (HOLD UP RED SQUARE AND SMALLER BLUE 
SQUARE)  Which one is bigger? (RED)  Which one is the “heavier” looking color? (RED)   
So let’s picture these two on opposite ends of the teeter-totter.  Do you think they balance 
each other perfectly? (NO)  I think one end needs some help to balance.  Have you ever 
put two children on one end of the teeter-totter to help balance? (HOLD UP SMALL 
YELLOW RECTANGLE)  Where would we place this yellow “helper” rectangle to correct 
the balance?  (NEXT TO SMALL BLUE SQUARE)  Is the balance better now?  (YES)  Do 
we have a good color and size balance?  (YES)  Mondrian would be proud of you. 
 

CLICK “AGES 5 - 7” NOW 
 
1.  SLIDE – COMPOSITION 1932  
You did such a good job at balancing those colors and sizes!  Here is how a famous artist 
named Piet Mondrian balanced those same colors and sizes.  The big red square at the 
bottom is balanced with the smaller yellow and blue shapes at the top.  What did he add?  
(LINES)  Yes, he added straight black lines. 
 
Mondrian liked the simplest of colors like you see here.  He usually colored his SQUARES 
and RECTANGLES in the PRIMARY COLORS.  Can you name the three primary colors?  
(RED, YELLOW, BLUE)  We mix primary colors to make up all the other colors.  Are you 
wearing a primary color?  Primary colors are popular! 

� 
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I have a song to help you remember the three primary colors.  Do you know the song 
“Three Blind Mice?”  Our color song has the same tune but different words.  Listen to the 
words as you look at the chart:  CLICK “NEXT” 
 
2. SLIDE – COLOR SONG  (CLICK “AUDIO” BUTTON) 

 
Red, yellow, blue - Red, yellow, blue 

I like you - Red, yellow, blue 
You are called the primary colors 

You make all the other colors 
Oh, I wish I were a color 

Like red, yellow, blue 
 

 (Optional:  This time I want you to sing along now that you know the words.  Click Audio) 
 

END OF AUDIO – CLICK “NEXT” AND CONTINUE READING 
 
3.  SLIDE – COMPOSITION III 
What is different about this picture than the first one?  (MORE BLACK LINES, SMALLER 
AREA OF COLOR)  Mondrian tried many hundreds of arrangements of colors, lines, and 
sizes of rectangles.  He always wanted his paintings to balance.  He began to add more 
lines.  Do you feel more power in this painting with more lines added?  (YES)  Let’s look 
again at the first painting and see if it seems more peaceful (Click the “Go Back” button to 
reverse to Slide 1 – COMPOSITION 1932).  CLICK “GO BACK” TWICE 

 
1.  SLIDE REVERSE - COMPOSITION 1932 
Does this first slide seem quieter than the last one?  (YES)  Now, let’s see the force and 
power Mondrian made by adding more lines (Click the “Next” button to move ahead to 
COMPOSITION III).  CLICK “NEXT” TWICE 
 
3.  SLIDE - COMPOSITION III 
Can you see how he brought the lines closer together?  Do the lines being closer together 
make it seem stronger?  (YES)  Do you see any curved, wavy lines in this painting?  (NO)  
His lines were always very straight.  He liked painting VERTICAL lines, which go up and 
down, and HORIZONTAL lines, which go from side to side.  Can you “draw” a vertical line 
with your hand? (UP AND DOWN MOTION)  Good!  That looked like a very straight 
vertical line just like Mondrian would have painted.  Now “draw” a horizontal line.  (SIDE-
TO-SIDE MOTION)  Excellent straight line!  
How do you think Mondrian was able to paint such straight lines?  (HE USED A RULER)  
Yes, he used a ruler and, sometimes, long pieces of tape to help him make his very 
straight lines.  CLICK “NEXT” 

 
4.  SLIDE – NEW YORK CITY 
Have you visited a big, noisy, busy city?  Let me describe what it’s like there.  It is so 
crowded on the sidewalks that when you walk it’s hard not to bump into other people.  
Traffic is very heavy, and cars are honking their horns and trying to get everywhere in a 
hurry.  Tall buildings surround you wherever you look.  Streets are confusing, and it’s so 
easy to get lost. 
Piet Mondrian moved from Europe to New York City.  He painted this picture and titled it 
New York City.  What do you see that makes it look like a very big, busy city?  (LOTS OF 
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LINES)  Does the picture seem to move?  (YES)  What colors do you see - bright colors 
full of energy or tired, slow colors?  (BRIGHT COLORS)  Try to use your imagination, and 
look at the lines like they are busy streets crossing each other with lots of traffic.  If 
Mondrian were to make a painting of your city, would it look like this?  How would you 
change it?  Now that you’ve seen his artwork, let’s take a look at a photo of Piet Mondrian.  
CLICK “NEXT” 

 
5.  SLIDE – PIET MONDRIAN 
Mondrian was born in Holland, a small country across the ocean in Europe.  It’s a country 
that is famous for its old windmills and beautiful flowers, especially the tulip.  As a young 
boy Mondrian was surrounded by painters in his family.  He began to paint at a very young 
age.  Do you think his first pictures were of shapes and lines?  He painted the flowers, 
windmills and trees that he saw in Holland, and he also did very realistic portraits.  He only 
changed to his straight lines and shapes later in his life. CLICK “NEXT” 

 
6.  SLIDE - BROADWAY BOOGIE WOOGIE 
Mondrian kept trying new ways of painting throughout his life.  His way of painting was all 
his own.  He wanted to show that lines had movement and RHYTHM like music.  I want 
you to do what I do, and stay with me.  (CLAP A SLOW RHYTHM)  Please stop.  We were 
clapping a rhythm, a beat.  Mondrian wanted to show rhythm in this painting.  Can you feel 
it move?  (YES)  Can you feel a beat like in music?  (YES) 
 
Listen to two different rhythms I’m going to clap, and decide which one goes best with this 
painting.  (CLAP EVEN, SLOW RHYTHM FIRST; CLAP FAST, UNEVEN TEMPO NEXT) 
Which rhythm fits best, one or two?  (TWO)  Mondrian himself said that this painting was 
like a broken jazz rhythm, like the second rhythm you chose.  Notice that the straight lines 
are not just one solid color like we saw in the New York City painting.  He broke them up 
by adding little squares of color like the beat and rhythm of jazz music. 
 
Mondrian loved music and loved to dance.  He would listen to all kinds of music while he 
painted.  He was listening to jazz music when he painted this one.  He even gave it a jazz 
name:  Broadway Boogie Woogie.  Broadway is a famous street in New York City and 
Boogie Woogie was a popular form of jazz when he was living there. 
 
Look carefully at this painting. What shapes do you see?  (RECTANGLE, SQUARE)  What 
bright colors do you see?  (RED, YELLOW, BLUE)  What special name is given to those 
three colors?  (PRIMARY COLORS)  What do we call a line that goes up and down?  
(VERTICAL)  What do we call a line that goes from side to side?  (HORIZONTAL)  It 
doesn’t seem possible that such an exciting painting like this could be made with so few 
colors and shapes, does it? 
  

CONCLUSION 
Click the “Next” button and read Pierre’s final thoughts on Mondrian. 

When complete, click the “Finish” button to exit this unit. 
 

This concludes the interactive media component. Follow the directions on the next 
three pages to learn valuable art principles and techniques used by Piet Mondrian. 
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Step Three:  Art Activity: MONDRIAN’S BALANCE   
Level 1 – Ages 5 to 7   
 
 
 
 
ARTIST 
Piet Mondrian  (Peet  MON-dree-ahn) 
(1872 - 1944) 
Dutch 
 
ART ELEMENTS 
Balance 
 
MEDIA 
Paper 
 
VOCABULARY 
Balance, primary colors, horizontal, 
 vertical, abstract 
 
 

 
 
TECHNIQUE 
Paper design 
 
EMPHASIS 
Balancing color, line, and shape 
 
VISUAL 
Print:  Broadway Boogie Woogie 
 
SUGGESTED MUSIC 
Music of the 1900s, American Jazz 1940s, 
or Bach 
 
 

MATERIALS FOR INSTRUCTOR AND STUDENTS 
• Three 3” x 3” squares of construction paper    (1 each of red, yellow, blue)    
• Eight ¼” x 12” strips of black construction paper 
• One 12” x 12” sheet of white construction paper  
• Artist profile slip 
• One piece of scrap paper (for dab of glue)  
• One Q-tip  
• White glue 
• Scissors 

 
PREPARATION 
Construct an example so that you become familiar with the procedure.  Place the Mondrian print 
and your demonstration papers on the board in front of the room.  Have glue, Q-tip, and scissors 
nearby.   
 
SET-UP  
 Distribute the following materials to each student: 
   SUPPLIES: Q-tips 
   PAPER: Colored Squares, white paper, black strips, and the artist profile slip 
   SCRAP PAPER: small scraps of paper and a dime-size dab of glue  

 
 

ORIENTATION  
(Have the students put their Learning Packets on their desks.  Point out the Art Print, 
Broadway Boogie Woogie.) 
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Can you name the artist of this painting? (PIET MONDRIAN) Are his paintings realistic or 
abstract?  (ABSTRACT) What do you see in his paintings?  (Squares, rectangles, lines, primary 
colors.)  Good!  Mondrian worked very hard to make his paintings seem balanced.  You did 
some balancing exercises in your Learning Packets.  You found that it took only a small black 
shape to balance a large white shape.  (Find some examples to share.)  Some colors just look 
heavier than others! 
 
(Bring the students’ attention to the print.)  Do you think the black horizontal and vertical 
lines help to balance this design?  (Yes.)  Mondrian spent most of his life painting with just the 
primary colors and horizontal and vertical lines.  Today you will make your own design of 
primary colors, and you will balance it, as Mondrian would have!  Let’s get organized so we can 
begin! 
 
ORGANIZE THE WORK AREA 
1. Put your Learning Packets out of the way. 
2. Put your scrap of paper for glue and Q-tip on the top corner of your desk. 
3. Put your artist profile slip at the other top corner of your desk. 
4. Put your small colored pieces of paper on top of your white paper. 
 

DEMONSTRATION  
 
ARRANGE THE PIECES 
1. First you will arrange your colored squares on your white background paper.  (Try several 

different arrangements and ask each time if they seem balanced.) 
2. Then you will add some horizontal strips.  How do they look if they are separated from the 

colored squares?  (Demonstrate separated strips.)  How do they look if they are touching 
the colored squares?  (Demonstrate strips touching squares.) 

3. Do they seem to need some vertical strips for balance?  (Add some vertical strips.)  What 
happens when I make a strip slant a little?  (It is not pleasing or balanced.) 

 
GLUE THE PIECES TO THE BACKGROUND 
When your design is balanced and pleasing to you: 
1. Dip the Q-tip into the glue.  Lift a corner of a square and slip the Q-tip under it, getting 

some glue under the corner and on the white paper.  Remove the Q-tip and press the corners 
down carefully.  Make sure it lies flat and straight. 

2. Lift the ends of each strip and put some glue under them.  Also glue along the strip so that 
each strip lies flat and straight.  Press corners down carefully. 

 
ACTIVITY  
Now that you know what to do: 
1. Arrange and balance the pieces. 
2. Glue them down. 
 
 
MOUNTING THE ARTIST PROFILE SLIP  
(Profile slips for each artist are provided. They give a brief description of the artist, the 
technique, and the media used in the art activity. They should be mounted on the back of each art 
project after it is completed.) 
1. Write your name on the front of the artist profile slip. 
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2. Using glue, mount the profile slip on the back of your artwork. 
3. Encourage students to discuss their artwork with others using this artist slip of information. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Let’s share your wonderful abstract pictures. I see great balance of shapes and colors.  Isn’t it 
surprising to know that you could make many different works of art with just four colors and two 
shapes!  Mondrian would be so pleased to see your creations! 
 
CLEAN UP  
     SCRAP PAPER: Scraps of paper and Q-tips to throw away 
 
GUIDANCE 
Encourage the students to listen to the music of Mondrian’s time while they are working.  This 
stimulates creativity centered in the right side of the brain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MONDRIAN BALANCING SHAPES 
Track A Level 1 (Ages 5 - 7) 

xxxi 

Cut out shapes to use 
during “Motivation” as 
examples of “Balance.” 


